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Reviewer's report:

MINOR ESSENTIAL REVISIONS

METHODS

Last line of first paragraph "services as" should read "services such as"

RESULTS

The mean results should be presented as "The mean (SD) age of children was 7.6 (4.8) months" Authors should also correct the mean age for mothers.

First line of third paragraph "did not attended" should read "did not attend"

DISCUSSION

12th line of second paragraph "Night deliveries may see babies discharged" should read "Night deliveries may result in babies being discharged"

13th line "injection" should be replaced with " vaccination"

4th line of fourth paragraph "irrelevance clinic" should read " irrelevance of clinic"

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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